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Sales are the purpose of existence of all business enterprises. In recent years 
the achievement of sales is being considered as the result of successful marketing. 
Sales growth, therefore, is thought of as depending on sales promotion alone. 
There are, however, other factors, refering to the financial structure of a company, 
that might be related to its sales growth. This is a subject that is not usually men
tioned in text - books and has nor been examined much be researchers. 

The purpose of this paper is to present some preliminary results of an inve
stigation concerning the identification of two financial indices the product of which 
would give a number close enough to the percentage increase of sales between two 
points in time. 

It is well known that Greek companies are not obliged by company law or by re
porting practices to disclose their sales figures. The author of this article, however, 
succeded in obtaining sales figures of a small group of wine producing companies 
for the fiscal years 1980, 1981, 1982 and 1983. As the research deals with sales 
growth, companies that did not have their sales increasing on an annual basis over 
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the time period under examination were excluded from the sample. Only six compa

nies fulfilled this research condition and their names appear in the appendix. The 

size of the sample, that is six companies, in conjunction with the time periods under 

examination, that is four fiscal years allowing the calculation of only three annual 

percentage increases in sales, did not permit the use of regression Techniques. 

Financial indices measure specific financial characteristics of a company· 

The hypothesis tested is that if some of these characteristics can explain the per

centage increase in sales between two fiscal years, then the following equation 

should be valid : 

S G = D m X D n (1) 

where SG is the percentage increase in sales of a company and Dm and Dn are any 

two financial indices for that company that can explain it. No more than two fac

tors can be included in the right hand side of equation (1). This is because the ef

fort for the indentification of indices Dm and Dn is based on a trial-and-error 

procedure : in equation (1) all three factors, that is SG, Dm and Dn, are known. 

What is not known is which two indices to take under consideration each sime. 

In order to give an answer to this question the following rationale was adopted: 

equation (1) can be rewritten as 

^ SG 
Dm = - p — (2) 

Dn 

By taking the known value of any Dn index and dividing it into the known va

lue of SG, a figure is found, let it be called B, which might or might not be similar 

to the known value of any other Dm index for the same company. If Β is not found 

similar to the known value of any other Dm index the test has failed in the sense 

that the particular Dm, Dn couple cannot explain the percentage annual increase 

in sales. On the other hand, if Β is found similar or equal to the known value of 

a certain Dm index the test has not failed because the spesicific Dm X Dn product 

equals or is very close to the SG Value. That is, 
-
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measured by index D3 and percentage change in profitability as measured by in
dex D6. Each one of these annual percentage changes were plotted in a scatter 
diagram against the annual percentage changes in sales. None of these compari
sons gave results as good as those presented in diagrams 1, 2, 5 and 6 above. 

In works of other researchers on the same subject, like C. W. Kyd J and R. C. 
Higgins 2, it has been suggested that sales growth can be determined by equation 
(1) when earnings retention ratio (index D8) and return on equity (index D5) are 
taken under consideration. The present analysis for the Greek wine companies 
showed that profitability and liquidity or gearing are more suitable for determi
ning percentage annual sales growth. 

Diagrams 1, 2, 5 and 6 show that equation (1) is more successful for some 
companies than for others. For examble the equation has been more succes 
sful with companies 3 and 6 than with companies 1 and 2. This might mean 
that each company might have its own equation for explaining its sales 
growth and that it does not exist one single equation to be used by all com
panies. It is important, however, for each company to know the factors affecting its 
sales growth because the tacid implication of the analysis in this paper is that sales 
should increase in such a rate that should not put in danger its financial structure-
If sales, for example, grow faster than the product of indices Dm and Dn then the 
company might be forced to increase its gearing or increase its common stock. 
On the other hand if sales grow slower than the product of indices Dm and Dn the 
company might strengthen its capital structure by improving its debt ratio and 
increasing its investments. 

1. C. W. Kyd : «Managing the Financial Demands for Growth», Management Accounting, 
December 1981. 

2. R. C. Higgins : «How Much Growth Can a Firm Afford ?», Financial Management, Fall 
1977. 
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A P P E N D I X 

The wine companies whose sales were examined in this paper were the fol-
owing : 

1. V. G. Spiliopoulos S.A. 

2. A. Kambas SA. 

3. D. Kourtakis SA. 

4. Achaia - Claus SA. 

5. E. Tsantalis SA. 

61 J. Boutaris and Son S. A. 
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